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VARIA PAPYROLOGICA IV1
During my stays at Ann Arbor, Michigan, in October/November 1993 and July/August 1994
I studied several unpublished documents in the papyrus collection of the University of Michigan.
With the exception of text no.1 all the other texts published in the present article originate from the
excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis during several campaigns.2
I wish to thank Ludwig Koenen for his kind permission to publish these texts here and
Traianos Gagos for his assistance in many respects.

Receipt for Meri!mÒ!

1)
P.Mich. inv. 18183
Kerkesucha Orous

4

8 x 4 cm.

VI/VII A.D.
Tafel III

† Farm(oË)y(i) kw, meri!mÅoËÄ tetãrth! ﬁnd(ikt¤vno!) Kerke`[!oÊxvn]
ÖOrou! Makãri! Ker°kou d(iå) ÉIv!(∞f) ÉIv[ãn(nou)]
ker(ãtia) ßndeka, (g¤netai) ia mÒ(na) pro!ãpaj.† d(iÉ) §moË [Gevrg¤ou]
† [!Án] y(e“) g`r`a(mmat°v!).

1 Continued from Varia Papyrologica III (ZPE 100, 1994, 259ff.). Describing the Michigan
papyri published there I omitted to give information on how these papyri reached the papyrus
collection of the University of Michigan. Since this information may - among other things - be
relevant in tracing fragments belonging to the same papyrus this omission is made good here.
1a = inv. 3425: belongs to Lot III of the Nahman Collection in Mr. Bell's Inventory dated May 2,
1925. These papyri were purchased from Maurice Nahman in 1925 and came to the University in
1926 (October) as the gift of Mr. Oscar Webber and Mr. Richard H. Webber, of Detroit. For this text,
see now ZPE 103, 1994, 97. — 1b = inv. 4253: from the papyri labelled Lot II, Miscellaneous
Purchases. Of the Askren-Boak collection, 1925. — 2 = inv. 3473: cf. 1a. — 3a = inv. 3276: cf.
1a. — 3b = inv. 3405: cf. 1a. — 4a = inv. 4181: from the Askren papyri, lot II (cf. 1b). — 5
= inv. 3245: from the Brummer lot, purchased in New York, November 1925. My remark in the
introduction to this text about the provenance of the papyrus did not pertain to the Michigan text
being published for the first time, but to another Michigan text, SB VIII 9881. — 6a = inv. 3662a:
cf. 1a. — 6b = inv. 3662b: cf. 1a. — addendum = inv. 5170: found during the excavations of
the University of Michigan at Karanis for the season of 1927/28. Found in structure C62, room A.
— 7 = inv. 4037: from the papyri listed as Lot III bought by Dr. Askren and Professor Boak and
received in the British Museum in July 1925. They reached the University in October 1926. — 8 =
inv. 4032: cf. 7. — 9a = inv. 4291: cf. 1b. — 9b = inv. 3365: cf. 1a. — 10 = inv. 3667: cf. 1a.
2 Cf. P. van Minnen, ZPE 100, 1994, 227-229 with relevant literature.
Although the majority of the texts published in the present article have been excavated at Karanis
this does not necessarily imply that they were also written at Karanis.
3 The papyrus was brought to the University of Michigan in November 1924. The purchase was
made from the fund so designated contributed to archaeological work.
The text runs along the fibers. The other side is blank. At the right the papyrus is regularly
broken off on a fold; at the other sides it is regularly cut off. Six vertical folds are still visible.
Abbreviation is either by superposition of the last letter written or by an oblique after the last letter
written.
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Translation:
† Pharmuthi 26, Makaris, son of Kerekos, (has paid) for the assessement of the fourth indiction
for Kerkesucha Orous through Joseph, son of Johannes, eleven keratia, total 11 only once. †
Through me, Georgios, † by the grace of God scribe.
The same persons appear in P.Princ. II 90-91 [cf. ZPE 68, 1987, 145], where a similar
formula is used (cf. the introduction to P.Princ. II 90), and P.Merton II 99 (I owe this reference to
D.Hagedorn). The present papyrus is, however, not written by the same scribe who wrote
P.Princ. II 90-91 (cf. ÖOrou! with only one rho in line 2; the presence of a cross in front of !Án
y(e“) in line 4; the absence of the curious sign(s) at the end of the same line [cf. P.Princ. II 90, 4.
7 note; P.Rain.Cent. 87, 2]; and other small details). P.Merton II 99 was written by the same
scribe. Makaris, son of Kerekos, is in P.Merton II 99, represented by the same Joseph, son of
Johannes, since in lines 3-4 of the Merton text the correct reading is as follows: Ke`r°kou d(iå)
ÉIv!(∞f) ÉIvãn(nou) ker(ãtia) •p`t`ã`, | (g¤netai) z mÒ(na) ktl.
I base my supplements at the ends of lines 2 and 3 of the present text on P.Merton II 99 (on
the back of the Merton text one expects a similar formula, but the ink is too abraded to obtain
certainty).
Notes:
1 Farm(oË)y(i) kw = April 21.
1-2 Kerke`[!oÊxvn] | ÖOrou!: cf. A. Calderini – S. Daris, Dizionario dei nomi geografici e
topografici dell' Egitto greco-romano III.2, Milano 1980, 108f.; Supplemento I, Milano 1988,
171.

2)

List of Payments

P.Mich. inv.
Karanis

29444

4

8

4

8 x 11 cm.

II/III A.D.
Tafel III

Column II
— — — — — — — — —
di(å) prã`[k(toro!)
Titian`Ú! Bell[∞
Pou«ri! Petem¤n`[io!
d`i(` å) prãk(toro!) [
Taa`n[. . .]a! Xai`[
d`i(` å) prãk(toro!) [
XairÆmvn Teeb.[
di(å) prãk(toro!) [
Xam∞! ÉImoÊyou [
di(å) ÉA`p¤vno[!
C`en∞!i! ÑOri<g>°nou`[!

The papyrus originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis
conducted by Professor Boak in 1924-1925. Found in structure 5006, room E2 .
The text runs against the fibers. On the other side, written along the fibers, 11 lines of what seems
to be a list of names. The papyrus is irregularly broken off at the left but regularly cut off at the other
sides. Between columns I and II, 3 to 2 cm. have been left free.
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di(å) prãk(toro!) [
äVro! Fo`. . !`io! [
d[i(å)] prãk(toro!) [
ÑAyr∞! [.]. .[.].[
— — — — — — — — —
9 Kam∞w

Of the first (?) column only the endings (= numbers) of (at least) 7 lines are still visible. It seems
that we are dealing with a list of payments, with the exception of lines 9-10, made through (an)
anonymous praktor(es).
Notes:
2-3 Is di(å) prãk(toro!) left out between these two lines or did Titianos and Puoris made one
payment together?
5 Taa`n[. . .]a!: perhaps we have to read and supplement Taa`n[dr°]a! = daughter of Andreas, a
not yet attested proper name. Cf., e.g., Tab¤ktvr in P.Sta.Xyl. 5, 2.
Xai`[rÆmono! seems the most likely supplement.
7 F.Preisigke, NB 426 lists the proper names Teebaãfi, Teeb∞!, Teeb∞!i!, and Teeb«!i!.
10 Apion may be the name of the anonymous praktor of this papyrus.
13 A reading Fa`nÆ
` !io! is not to be excluded.

3)

List of Objects

P.Mich. inv. 3029b5
Karanis

4

7 x 8.2 cm.

III A.D.
Tafel III

— — — — — — — — —
z“[on . . . .]a`!tron mikrÚn n°`[on
kontÚ! jÊlino! n`°`[o!
xalãdrion palaiÚn [
k[Ò]p`anon mikrÚn n`[°on
kab°a krema!tØ [
luxn¤ai mikr¢ . . . . .[
Ídr¤a Ù!trak¤nh ¶x[ou!a
— — — — — — — — —
6 mikra¤

7 #dria pap.

Translation:
- - -, a small new - - - figure; a new wooden pole; an old mat; a small new pestle; a hung cage;
small - - - lamps; an earthen pitcher containing - - -; - - -

5

The papyrus originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis
conducted by Professor Boak in 1924-1925. Found in structure 5022, room D.
The text runs along the fibers. The other side was probably blank. The papyrus is irregularly
broken off at all sides. At the left 2 cm. have been left free.
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Notes:
1 [polÊ]a`!tron = "ornated wih many stars" seems a likely supplement although this adjective
has not yet been attested in the papyri. D.Hagedorn proposes to read zv[mãr]i`!tron or zv[mãr]u`!tron = a laddle (cf. P.Oxy. X 1289, 3) but this - in my opinion - does not fill the
lacuna out.
4 k[Ò]p`anon: a pestle. Cf. D. Dimitrakos, M°ga lejikÚn t∞! •llhnik∞! gl≈!!h!, Athens
1949ff., s.v. (vol.5, p.4035b). This word occurs here for the first time in the papyri.
5 kab°a krema!tÆ: kab°a = cavea. The first meaning given for this word in the OLD is "cage,
coop, enclosure for keeping birds, poultry etc." The word appears here for the first time in
classical Greek. J.M. Diethart drew my attention to an article by J. Koder ("Problemwörter" im
Eparchikon Biblion, Lexicographica Byzantina = Byzantina Vindobonensia XX, Wien 1991,
186ff.). On p.187f. Koder deals with the word kab¤a, possibly an adaptation of the Latin
cavea, which he translates as "Behälter".

4)

Account

P.Mich. inv. 54346
Karanis

6.3 x 3.5 cm.

4

B.C. I - I A.D.
Tafel III

ÉAmm≈nio! ka‹ %iç!
At ÉArxa( ) f ÉEpe‹f
sme D¤vn sunm( ) x.
(g¤nontai) Bxme.
3 !umm( )

4 the oblique = (g¤nontai) smudged

Translation:
Ammonios and Sias, 1,300 (copper drachmas?), Archa( ) 500 (copper drachmas?), (in) Epeiph
245 (copper drachmas?), Dion summ( ), 600 (copper drachmas?), total 2,645 (copper drachmas?).
The present text looks like a provisional note to be incorporated at a later moment into a definitive
survey of receipts or expenditures. Although only numbers are listed it seems likely that coins, i.e.
copper drachmas, are involved. The total in line 4 is correct.
Notes:
1 %iç!: D. Foraboschi, Onomasticon alterum papyrologicum 293a cites only one example of this
proper name: P.Ross.Georg. V 60, 5 (Hermopolis; late IV A.D.).
2 ÉArxa( ): more likely a proper name than a substantive (e.g., érxakÒlouyo!. Cf. W.M.
Brashear, Vereine im griechisch-römischen Ägypten, Xenia 34, Konstanz 1993, 15f.).
3 D¤vn !unm( ): certainly not a !Êmm(axo!), a function appearing in the papyri from the IVth
century A. D. onwards7. It is impossible to establish how this abbreviated word has to be
resolved (e.g., !umm(eri!tÆ!), !umm(oriãrxh!)).

6 The papyrus originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis for the
season of 1928/29. Found in structure BS155, room B.
The text runs along the fibers. The other side is blank. The papyrus is regularly cut off at all
sides. At the right 1.3 cm. have been left free; at the left 0.5 to 1 cm.; and at the bottom 0.4 cm.
7 Cf. in last instance A. Jördens, ZPE 92, 1992, 219ff. Cf. also ZPE 100, 1994, 259ff.
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a) P.Mich. inv. 63008
Karanis
ig- klh(roux¤a)
lz- klh(roux¤a)
md- klh(roux¤a)
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Land at Karanis
7.4 x 10 cm.
(puroË) iw∠/
(puroË) zu¨/
(puroË) id∠

III/IV A.D.
Tafel III
k(ri)y(∞!) g v
k(ri)y(∞!) ∠/
k(ri)y(∞!) a

Translation:
The13th cleruchy: 16 1/2 (artabas of) wheat, 3 3/4 (artabas of) barley; the 37th cleruchy: 7 1/4
(artabas of) wheat, 1/2 (artaba of) barley; the 44th cleruchy: 14 1/2 (artabas of) wheat, 1 (artaba of)
barley.
For 3 of the 94 cleruchies at Karanis9 payments of wheat and barley are made. It seems likely that
the present text had only provisional character and that the data were at a later moment incorporated
into a definitive (tax?) register.
11 x 10.2 cm.
b) P.Mich. inv. 6312a10
Karanis
klh( ) Ptol( ) Penkr( ) (êrourai) w Bãro(u) toË ÉAle›
klh( ) M°lano! ÉAxillç (êrourai) a∠ %vk( )
kw klh( ) %ar∞no! ÑVr¤vno!

II A.D.
Tafel IV

A very provisional survey of land which seems not to have been completed. The land is in the
possession of inhabitants of Karanis but seems to have been tilled by other persons (cf., however,
the note to line 1).
Notes:
1 klh( ): probably klh(roux¤a), also in lines 2 and 3. Only in line 3 the number of the cleruchy
(26) has then been filled out. Another possibility is to resolve klh( ) as klh(ronÒmo!), to
assume that the person mentioned at the end of lines 1 and 2 is the heir, and to take kw in line 3
as the 26th of a not mentioned month. Against this interpretation seems, however, to plead the
fact that the person mentioned at the end of line 1 stands in the genitive.
Ptol( ) Penkr( ): Penkr( ) is probably a mistake for Pagkr( ) and has to be resolved as
Pagkr(ãtou!). In P.Mich. IV 224, 2827 and 4324 a Pankrates, son of Ptolemaios, father of
8 The papyrus originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis in the
season of 1932/33. Found in structure C63, room A.
The text runs against the fibers. The other side was probably blank. The papyrus is regularly cut
off at all sides. At the bottom 6 cm. have been left free; at the top 1.2 cm.; and at the left 1.8 cm.
Four horizontal folds are still visible. The papyrus was once rolled up from the bottom onwards.
9 Cf. O.M. Pearl, Akten des XIII. Internationalen Papyrologenkongresses, München 1974, 325ff.
10 The papyrus originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis in the
season of 1932/33. Found in structure C63G, room F.
The text runs along the fibers. The papyrus which bears the text published here is neatly cut out
of a larger papyrus of which still a part of the text is preserved on the back. At the bottom 6 cm. have
been left free; at the left from 1.6 cm. (in front of line 3) to 2.6 cm.; and at the top 1.2 cm. On the
other side the remains of two columns of a text written in a very elegant hand. The contents of this
text are not clear. In I 6 and 7 there is a question of the village Filopãtvr; in I 4 of an ıreode¤kth!
(§p‹ ıre¤vn appears in I 5); in II 4 we read ébrox[ and in I 8 stra-. In the 2nd column numbers are
several times mentioned.
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Dioskoros, husband of Tapetheus, and in P.Mich. IV 224, 6047 a Pankrates, son of Ptolemaios, father of Petheus, husband of Kastorous, can be found. We may be dealing with a son
of either Pankrates: Ptol(ema¤ou) Pagkr(ãtou!).
Bãro(u) toË ÉAle›: Bçro! is an in the usual papyrological onomastica not yet listed spelling of
OÈçro!. In P.Mich. IV 224, 5504 an ÉAle›! (in the present text a short genitive [cf. ZPE 64,
1986, 119f.] is used), father of Sokrates, occcurs.
The mark of abbreviation above the eta of klh( ) is missing.
Melas, son of Achillas, occurs in P.Mich. IV 224, 6182.
%vk( ): probably to be resolved as %vk(rãtou!). Too many persons called Sokrates occur in
the Tax Rolls from Karanis to make identification possible.
%ar∞no!: read %er∞no!. The eta is corrected from an alpha. Originally the scribe wanted to
write %arap¤vn (or a similar name).

6)

Excerpt from a Register of the Public Bankers

P.Mich. inv. 654611
Karanis

4

6.3 x 5.6 cm.

August 29 - September 27, A.D.122
Tafel IV

§k d[i]a`graf∞! dhmo!¤v(n)
trapezeit(«n) ériymÆ!(ev!) Y∆t
toË z <(¶tou!)> ÑAdrianoË Ka¤!aro!
toË kur¤ou Í`p¢` r w`- (¶tou!) pro!te¤mou Karan[¤]do!.
ÉAp`o`ll≈`ni`o! %vkrãtou!
traces of 2 more lines
-— — — — — — — — —
2 trapezit(«n); Y≈y

3-4 pro!t¤mou

Translation:
From the register of the public bankers on account of Thoth of the 7th year of Hadrianus Caesar the
lord regarding the licence-fee for the 6th year at Karanis. Apollonios, son of Sokrates, - - The beginning of an extract from a register of the public bankers of Arsinoë has been preserved. A
similar document is unknown to me12. Although prÒ!timon (lines 4-5) can mean both "fine" and
"a licence-fee for the alteration of crop, etc." we are in all probability in the present text dealing
with a declaration regarding a licence-fee, since that is mostly the meaning of prÒ!timon when it
occurs in banking documents (cf., however, P.Berl.Leihg. II 38, 28).
Notes:
1 Directing a nome-bank became somewhere in the IInd century A.D. a liturgy (probably as a
result of the financial reorganisation of the emperor Trajan [cf. B. Palme, Das Amt des épai11

The text originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis in the season
of 1933. Found in structure B556, room A.
The text runs along the fibers. The other side was probably blank. The papyrus is irregularly cut
off at all sides. At the top and at the left 1.2 cm. have been left free.
12 Although not an exact parallel P.Berl.Leihg. II 38 is a comparable document. According to R.
Bogaert this Berlin text regards a series of payments to the local dhmo!¤a trãpeza at Theadelphia (cf.
ZPE 79, 1989, 226 = Trapezitica Aegyptiaca, Papyrologica Florentina XXV, Firenze 1994, 386).
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thtÆ! in Ägypten, Wien 1989, 31ff.]). The number of five trapez›tai in each metropolis was
reduced to two around A.D. 245 (cf. N. Lewis, The Compulsory Public Services of Roman
Egypt, Papyrologica Florentina XI, Firenze 1982, 50). DhmÒ!ioi trapez›tai appear for the
first time in A.D. 147/8 (P.Flor. I 67, 44-45). The first known bankers in the Arsinoite nome
are Deios and Sabinos (cf. P.Berl.Frisk 1 passim; P.Col. II recto 4 passim). With thanks to R.
Bogaert for relevant information.
Alteration of crop, etc. had consequences for the payment of taxes (cf. for the Arsinoite nome,
e.g., P.Petaus 20,17 [A.D.185] and for the Oxyrhynchite nome, e.g., SB XVI 13003, 12
[A.D.178]).
An Apollonios, son of Socrates, appears in BGU IX 1897, 7 (Theadelphia; A.D.166); 1898,
205 (Theadelphia; A.D.172); SB III 7055, 1-3; XIV 11533, 3-4. 8 (Arsinoite nome;
A.D.104).

7)

Four Texts Regarding Taxes

a) P.Mich. inv. 278513
12.6 x 9.2 cm.
Karanis
— — — — — — — — — — — —
%ar-]
[ma]t`ikoË GermanikoË meg¤!tou [BretannikoË ka‹]
¶!xon tØn époxÆn.
¶!ti d[°.]
é`p
` aitÆ!im(on) Ípokeim`(°nvn) §pi!tr(atÆgou) ka‹ êl(lvn) e`ﬁ[` d«n]
4
épaitÆ!`im
` (on) §pi!tatik(oË) ﬂer°vn
épaitÆ!im(on) grammat(e¤a!) fulãkvn
[é]p`ait`Æ!im(on) (Ùkta)(draxm¤a!) !pond(∞!) DionÊ!`o[u]
é`pa`itÆ!`im
` (` on) (tr¤th!) peri!tere≈`[nvn]
8
épaitÆ`!i` m
` (` on) t`°l`(ou!) balan`e¤o`u`
épa`itÆ!im`(on) gerr«`n`
épaitÆ!im(on) Í`po` k
` e`im
` (` °nvn) pro!xreia[
épaitÆ!im(on) fÒrou nom«n
12
épa`itÆ!`im(on) t`el
` e!m(ãtvn) §daf(«n) §k toË oÈ`[!iak(oË)]
lÒgou pepram°nvn
épaitÆ!`im
` (` on) érgurik«n tele!m(ãtvn) §`n [fÒroi!]
l`og[i]zom°nvn
6 hS pap.

7 g* pap.

A.D. 180-192
Tafel IV

9 ger«n

Translation:
[To N.N. and his colleagues, receivers of documents for the eklogistes from N.N., village scribe
of Karanis. I have submitted to you to forward it to the eklogistes a list of documents from my
office for the present xth year of Imperator Caesar Marcus Aurelius Commodus Antoninus Pius
13

The papyrus originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis
conducted by Professor Boak in 1924-1925. This text was probably purchased.
The text runs along the fibers. The other side was probably blank. The papyrus is irregularly
broken off at all sides. There is a kÒllh!i! at the right border. Three vertical and at least one
horizontal fold are still visible.
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Felix Augustus Armeniacus, Medicus, Parthicus,] Sarmaticus, Germanicus maximus, Britannicus
and I have received the receipt. As follows:
List of taxes proceeding to the epistrategus and other taxes
List of taxes of the epistatikon of priests
List of taxes of the grammateia of guards
List of taxes of eight drachmas for libation to Dionysos
List of taxes of 1/3 on dovecots
List of taxes of the tax on baths
List of taxes of gera
List of taxes proceeding to - - List of payments on lands sold out of the ratio usiaca
List of payments in money calculated in rents.
Only the lower part of a declaration of probably the village scribe, the kvmogrammateÊ!, of
Karanis that he has sent in lists concerning several taxes and other payments and that he has
received the receipt for these documents has been preserved. Parallel texts are P.Heid. IV 310 and
P.Vindob. G. inv. 2585514. On the basis of these two texts and the other parallels cited in the
introduction to P.Heid. IV 31015 we may reconstruct the now lost beginning (approximately 6 to 7
lines) of the Michigan text as follows: [N.N. ka‹ to›! !Án aÈt“ paralÆmptai! bibl¤vn §klogi!toË parå N.N. kvmogrammat°v! Karan¤do!. katex≈ri!a Ím›n À!te t“ §klogi!tª grafØn
bibl¤vn t∞! tãjev! toË §ne!t«to! . . (¶tou!) AÈtokrãtoro! Ka¤!aro! Mãrkou AÈrhl¤ou
KommÒdou ÉAntvn¤nou EÈ!eboË! EÈtuxoË! %eba!toË ÉArmeniakoË MhdikoË ParyikoË
%armat]ikoË GermanikoË meg¤!tou [BretannikoË ka‹] ¶!xon tØn époxÆn. For the taxes
mentioned in lines 3 through 11, see in general S.L. Wallace, Taxation in Egypt from Augustus to
Diocletian, Princeton 1938.
Notes:
1 A combination of GermanikoË meg¤!tou and a preceding "Siegestitulatur" ending in -ikoË
occurs only in the reign of the emperor Commodus (cf. P. Bureth, Les Titulatures impériales,
Papyrologica Bruxellensia 2, Bruxelles 1964, 91). The lost year number, therefore, must have
been between 20 and 33. Cf. the introduction for the imperial titulature (attested for the 27th
regnal year of the emperor Commodus and later) which I assumed was used in the present
papyrus16. Minor variations are possible. In view of the parallels I suppose that in P.Heid. IV
310, 8-9 to[Ë .(.) ¶tou! AÈtokrãtoro! Ka¤!aro! TraianoË] ÑAdrianoË (with omission of
%eba!toË. Cf. P. Bureth, op. cit., 61ff.) is the most likely reading and supplement.
2 ¶!xon: since the composition of the documents listed in lines 3 through 15 belongs to the tasks
of the village-scribe and since this text was excavated at Karanis, it is likely that the villagescribe of Karanis was the subject of this verb. For the importance to receive a receipt, cf.
W.Chrest. 265 = P.Fay. 35 with the introduction of U. Wilcken.

14 I owe the reference to these two texts to D. Hagedorn. F. A. J. Hoogendijk presented the Viennese text to the XIXth International Congress of Papyrology at Cairo (1989). She will publish the
papyrus in her forthcoming Ph.D. Leiden. I wish to thank her for providing me with a preliminary
transcript of the Viennese text.
15 Inspection of the orignal proved that P.Soknobr. IX = SB VI 9322 has a blank upper margin
of about 2 cm. and does not show evidence of a preceding column (Robert Babcock, letter dated
March 14, 1994). The paral∞mptai were, therefore, not mentioned in P.Soknobr. IX.
16 Minimal traces of the line preceding the line numbered 1 here are still visible.
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Ípokeim(°nvn) §pi!tr(atÆgou) ka‹ êl(lvn) e`ﬁ[` d«n] : or Ípokeim(°nou) and §pi!tr(athg¤&).
Cf. J.D. Thomas, The epistrategos in Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt. Part 2. The Roman epistrategos, Opladen 1982, 219ff.; J.C. Shelton, A Tax List from Karanis (P.Cair. Mich.359)
II, Bonn 1977, 36; R.G. Warga, Select Papyri 10 (Ph.D. Urbana-Champaign 1988). The
supplement e`ﬁ`[d«n] is based on P.Vindob.G. 25855, 9. The Ípoke¤mena §pi!tratÆgou are
normally reckoned among taxes falling to the dio¤kh!i!. Also e‡dh (cf. P.Ryl. II pp.252f.) fall
to the same department.
4 For §pi!tatikÚn ﬂer°vn, see J.C. Shelton, op. cit., 33ff.
5 For guard taxes, see J.C. Shelton, op. cit., 22ff.
6 For the spelling (Ùkta)(draxm¤a!), see P.Pher. p. 21, footnote 24.
7 For the tax of 1/3 on dovecots, see P.Heid. VI 373, 333-4 note.
8 This line is squeezed in between lines 7 and 9. For the bath tax, see J.C. Shelton, op. cit.,
25ff. See also CdE 52, 1987, 201ff.; JJP 23, 1993, 39.
9 For g°ra!, see J.C. Shelton, op. cit., 33ff.
10 This line is a riddle! The substantive pro!xre¤a does not exist (the verb pro!xrãomai does).
S.L. Wallace, op.cit., 167, 353, 428 mentions épÚ proxre¤a! of which the meaning as
applied to taxation is, however, not clear. Are we in this line dealing with Ípoke¤m(ena) (this
reading is very doubtful!) pro{!}xre¤& or should we print prÚ! xre¤a[n followed by a substantive ?
12-13 For sales of land §k toË oÈ!iakoË lÒgou (cf. P.Giss. Univ. VI 52, 16; P.Strasb. I 5, 17;
SB X 10527,9), see G.M. Parássoglou, Imperial Estates in Roman Egypt (ASP 18),
Amsterdam 1978, 28, footnote 5.
14-15 Like the two preceding lines these two lines form together one single entry. The
supplement [fÒroi!] is based on P.Vindob.G. 25855, 18. In lines 3 through 11 épaitÆ!imon
has the meaning "Steuerhebeliste" but in lines 12 and 14 it rather means "Forderungsliste" (cf.
F. Preisigke, Fachwörter des öffentlichen Verwaltungsdienstes Ägyptens, Göttingen 1915, 24
s.v.) .
3

b) P.Mich. inv. 63l917
Arsinoë

4

4.2 x 12 cm.

III A.D.
Tafel IV

%eknept[une¤ou
hnt[
lao(graf¤a!) (draxma‹) m[
èlik(∞!) [
gefÊrh! [
Íik(∞!) (draxmØn) [
— — — — — — — —
6 uÛk pap.

17 The

text originates fom the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis in the season
of 1932/33. Found in structure 32-C63, room G.
The text runs along the fibers. On the other side (against the fibers) undecipherable remains of a
text which may be an account. The papyrus is regularly cut/broken off at all sides. At the top 3.6 cm.
have been left free and at the left 1 to 2 cm.
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A fragment of a list of taxes collected in a certain district of the metropolis Arsinoë has been
preserved. For the laographia, salt-tax, and pig-tax, see the study by S.L.Wallace cited in text
no.7a; P.Köln II 95 introduction.
Notes:
1 %eknept[une¤ou: see A. Calderini – S. Daris, op. cit., IV.3, Milano 1983, 254; Supplemento
I, Milano 1988, 234 s.v. %eknebtune¤ou.
2 Or hn (accentuated or not) t[ .
3 If 40 drachmas is the total sum paid (prosdiagraphomena, calculated at 1/16 of the laographia,
and symbolika, reckoned at 1/6 of the prosdiagraphomena, may have followed) and if we are
dealing in this text with the standard full rate of 40 drachmas, only one person is involved. The
payments for salt-tax may then have been 4 obols [line 4: èlik(∞!) [(tetr≈bolon) ]; for
g°fura 2 1/2 obols [line 5: gefÊrh! [(duÒbolon) (≤mi≈bolon) ]; and for pig-tax l drachma
1 obol [line 6: Íik(∞!) (draxmØn) [a (ÙbolÒn ) ] (all payments perhaps plus diagraphomena
and symbolika).
5 For the tax gefÊra!, still not satisfactory explained, although it was often collected together
with laographia, salt-tax, and pig-tax (for SPP XX 49 recto + 62 recto, see BASP 20, 1983,
163ff.), see D.W. Hobson, Atti del XVII Congresso Internazionale di Papirologia III, Napoli
1984, 847ff. (esp.852f.). Add to the texts she cited: P.Petaus 42 and P.Strasb. 419.
For the spelling gefÊrh!, see F.Th. Gignac, A Grammar II, Milano 1981, 4f.
14 x 10.6 cm.
c) P.Mich. inv. 4613a18
Karanis
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
traces of 3 lines
4
kb Pa∞!`[i! Ma!k]o`ul(l¤nou)
(draxma‹) G
ÉAt¤!io! . . .as .(.)
(draxma‹) D`v

8

12

Early IV A.D.

kg TanoËfi! Patç
(draxma‹) A`
Yai!ãrion %trouyoË
(draxma‹) Bf`
Paeiçno! ÉAfÆlev!
(draxma‹) Bu
traces
(draxma‹) Bu
ÜHrvn ÉAmmvnç
(draxma‹) A`s
AÈn∞! ÑArpokrat¤vn`o`!
(draxma‹) B
D›o! oÈetranÚ!
(draxma‹) B
]. . .ye`v`!`
[(draxma‹)
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

18 The text originates from the 1925 excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis. Found
in structure 4011, room J.
The text runs along the fibers. The other side was probably blank. Only at the right (there are
approximately 5 cm. left free) the papyrus is regularly broken of. At 3.8 cm. from the right border
there is a kÒllh!i! (the piece of papyrus to the right of the kÒllh!i! seems to have been used
before). There are still traces of the preceding column visible (the intercolumnium is approximately 2
cm.).
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This text and the following one belong to The Archive of Aurelius Isidorus (for other texts
belonging to the same archive, cf. text no. 18). They have to be placed in the category "Taxation.
A. Reports and Lists". The reason for the not insignificant payments is no longer clear.
Notes:
1-3 Only some letters of the proper names, the symbols for (draxma¤), and the amounts paid are
still vaguely visible for these lines, but nothing can be read with certainty.
4 The 22nd of an unknown month is mentioned; in line 6 the 23rd of the same month.
Paësis, son of Masculinus (the father's name is abbreviated in the same way in, e.g., P.Cair.
Isid. 10, 21), brother of Anouphis, is known from P.Cair. Isid. 6, 224; 9, 131.240; 10,
21.41.69.116; 12, 60; 14, 181; 17, 96.
5 Many persons called ÉAt¤!io! appear in The Archive of Aurelius Isidorus, but no one whose
father's name has in fourth and fifth position a!.
6 Aurelia Tanouphis, daughter of Patas, is known from P.Cair. Isid. 6, 271; 9, 148.258; 10, 42;
12, 77; 14, 174; 17, 131; 25, 12; 28, 27; 123, 1.12.
7 Thaisarion, daughter of Strouthus, is known from P.Cair. Isid. 17, 153. For the name
%trouyÒ!, cf. T. Derda, ZPE 65, 1986, 187ff.
8 Païanus, son of Aphelis, is known from P.Cair. Isid. 6, 216; 9, 130.239; 12, 59; 14, 154.
9 Since a part of the horizontal fibers has disappeared, only undecipherable traces of the names
are preserved.
10 Heron, son of Ammonas (the short genitive of the name is used in the text), is known from
P.Cair. Isid. 6, 319; 9, 167.277; 17, 149.
11 Aunes, son of Harpocration, is known from P.Cair. Isid. 6, 18; 9, 72.183; 17, 142.
12 The veteran D(e)ios is known from P.Cair. Isid. 10, 135; 14, 70.87; 17, 39.
13 I did not find a suitable proper name ending in -yi! in The Archive of Aurelius Isidorus. We
are dealing with the name of the father of the tax payer
20 x 11.4 cm.
d) P.Mich. inv. 3013a19
Karanis
— — — — — — — — — — —
trace of 1 line
].[. .]vn M°lano!
OÈe]n`çfri! Pah!¤ou
4
]h! Pol¤vno!
Pate]rmoËti! Dio!kÒrou
]t`o`!i! Pr¤!kou
]v`n XairÆmono!
8
].[.]ãtio! Ptole`m`a`¤ou
ka‹ épÚ tim∞! lax(ãnou)
ÜA]rpalo! %erÆnou
ka‹ laxano!p(°rmou) m(od¤ou!) g
19

Early IV A.D.
— — — — —
(draxma‹) A
(draxma‹) D
(draxma‹) Av
(draxma‹) t
(draxma‹) s
(draxma‹) Q
(draxma‹) At
(draxma‹) At
(draxma‹) Au`
(draxma‹) At

The text originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis conducted
by Professor Boak in 1924-1925. Found in structure 148, room G.
The text runs against the fibers. The other side was probably blank. The papyrus is irregularly
broken off at all sides. At the right approximately 12 cm. have been left free.
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12

ÑA]tr∞! Kã!toro!
(draxma‹) A
ÑV]r`¤`o`n Kã!toro!
(draxma‹) A
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

2 M°lano!: m ex o

4 Pvl¤vno!

5 Pate]rmoËyi!

6 ]t«!i!?

11 m/ pap.

13 ÑV]r¤vn

Notes:
2 Perhaps to be read as EÈda]¤[m]vn. Eudaimon, son of Melas, is known from P.Col. VII 130,5.
3 Venaphris, son of Paësius, is known from P.Cair. Isid. 10,75; 12,42; 20,26; P.Col. VII
134,22.
4 Perhaps to be read as AÈn]∞!. Aunes, son of Polion, is known from P.Cair. Isid. 12,15; 25,10.
7 Perhaps to be read as ÑVr¤]vn. Horion, son of Chairemon, is known from P.Cair. Isid. 22,15;
28,10; P.Col. VII 134,28. In P.Col. VII 160,54, however, a %ur¤vn XairÆmono! is attested.
10 Harpalus, son of Serenus, is known from P.Cair. Isid. 24,10.
11 This line is squeezed in between lines 10 and 12. It may have been written by a different
hand.
For mÒdio!, see S. Daris, Il lessico latino nel greco d' Egitto2, Barcelona 1991, 73; ZPE 99,
1993, 57ff.
12 Hatres, son of Kastor, is known from P.New York I 17,5.16.30.
13 Horion, son of Kastor, is known from P.Cair. Isid. 6, 66; 9,151.260; 10,122; 14,126.

8)

List of Payments

P.Mich. inv. 3029c20
9.5 x 9.5 cm.
Karanis
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
œn
] F`arba¤yvn ÉAr!inÒh!
(draxma‹) Brk
] M`endÆtvn Filoj°nou
(draxma‹) Eciw
4
] Farba¤yvn Ptolema¤do! (tãlanton) a
(draxma‹) Gj[

IV A.D.
Tafel V

20 The text originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis conducted
by Professor Boak in 1924-1925. Found in structure 5022, room D.
The text runs along the fibers. The papyrus is regularly broken off at the bottom (1.6 cm. have
been left free) and at the right.
On the other side, with an intercolumnium of approximately 4 cm., the remains of two columns,
possibly written by the same hand and up-side-down in relation to the text published above:
Column I
Column II
— — — — — — —
— — — — — — —
]e
(g`¤`n`o`n`t`a`i`) [
] (tãlanta) h (draxma‹) Gf
iwS/ [
]t
(1.4 cm. free)
ieS/ [

(2 cm. free)

4

idS/

[

(1.8 cm. free)

tim(∞!) !¤tou
[ .
In lines 2-4 of column II there seems to be a question of years 16, 15, and 14 listed in descending
order.

Varia Papyrologica IV

ÉAr]!`inÒh!
Ne]¤lou p`[Ò]ÅlÄev!`
Far]b`a¤yvn Filoj°nou (tãlanton) a
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(draxma‹) Dso
(draxma‹) Btk
(draxma‹) Bp

The lower part of a list of payments of money has been preserved. If we are dealing with taxes this
text should have been included in the previous section. The interesting feature of this text is the
linking in four lines of two (or more ?) villages all situated in the Heracleides division of the
Arsinoite nome. These villages probably paid together the sums listed.
Notes:
2 F`arba¤yvn: also in lines 4 and 7. Cf. A. Calderini – S. Daris, op. cit., V, Milano 1987, 62;
Supplemento I, Milano 1988, 247.
ÉAr!inÒh!: also in line 5. Cf. A. Calderini – S. Daris, op. cit., Supplemento I, Milano 1988,
60.
3 M`endÆtvn: cf. A. Calderini – S. Daris, op.cit., III.3, Milano 1982, 264f.; Supplemento I,
Milano 1988, 196. Curiously the scribe uses the genitive plural instead of the usual M°ndhto!.
Cf. BGU II 618 I 4-5: [kv]mogr(ammat°v!) MendÆtvn | ka‹ êll[v]n kvm«n (in line 12 of
the same column the scribe writes M[°n]dhto!). Perhaps our scribe was influenced by a
preceding genitive plural like Farba¤yvn (used in the present text although Farba¤you
occurs also) and the scribe of the Berlin text by the following genitivi plurales.
Filoj°nou: also in line 7. Cf. A. Calderini – S. Daris, op. cit., V, Milano 1987, 84. Since
this village occurs in the present papyrus linked to two other villages surely situated in the
Heracleides division of the Arsinoite nome, the doubt expressed in the Dizionario whether
Philoxenos was really situated in that division can be removed.
4 Ptolema˝do!: probably Ptolema‹! ≤ N°a, situated in the vicinity of Karanis, is meant. Cf. A.
Calderini – S. Daris, op. cit., IV.3, Milano 1986, 211f.; Supplemento I, Milano 1988, 231.
6 Ne]¤`lou p`[Ò]ÅlÄev!`: originally the scribe wanted to abbreviate after the lambda of pÒlev! but
then tought the better of it and added the ending. Cf. A. Calderini – S. Daris, op. cit., III.4,
Milano 1983, 327f.; Supplemento I, Milano 1988, 204.

9)

Fragment of a Report of Proceedings

P.Mich. inv. 5299b21
8 x 7 cm.
Karanis
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
traces of (probably) 2 lines
]!`a`i xeir . [. . .] to[. .] .[
4
] !unagoreÊonti De¤ƒ
] oÈd¢ lÒgou! éllå fÒ[rou!
KlaÊdio]!` DionÊ!io! =Ætvr e‰pen.

III A.D.
Tafel V

This document which certainly continued in a following column is too mutilated to make an
interpretation possible. It is obvious that we are dealing with a report of proceedings (cf. R.A.

21

The text originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis in the season
of 1928/29. Found in structure 242*, room L.
The text runs along the fibers. The other side was probably blank. The papyrus is regularly cut
off at the right and at the bottom where 2 cm. have been left free. It is regularly broken off at the left.
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Coles, Reports of Proceedings in Papyri, Papyrologica Bruxellensia 4, Bruxelles 1966. Cf. also
P.Oxy. LI pp.47f.). Its publication is warranted by three facts:
a) in line 4 the relatively infrequent verb !unagoreÊv (cf. P.Münch. III 78, 11 note) occurs;
b) In line 6 occurs perhaps the same rhetor as the one who occurs in SB I 5676, 18 (Hermopolis;
around A.D. 232);
c) the expression oÈd¢ lÒgou! éllå fÒrou! = "put your money where your mouth is" is rather
expressive.

10)

Two Lists of Villages

a) P.Mich. inv. 6015a22
Karanis

13.4 x 5.8 cm.

4

8

12
3 ÉOnnit«n

III A.D.
Tafel V

ÉAn`driãntv`[n]
Per!°vn
/ ÉOnneit«n
/ D¤nnev!
ÑIer`ç!
ÉAl`a`bany¤do(!)
Yudãma
Filv`p(ãtoro!)
/ Fi`l`oter¤d(o!)
T`am
` aÊ`ev!
[M]h`trod≈(rou) §p`(oik¤ou)
[Ne]¤`lou p`Ò`l`e`v`!`
[Ta]n`ã`ev!
8 Filop(ãtoro!)

9 Filvter¤d(o!)

A list of villages, all situated in the Heracleides division of the Arsinoite nome, has been preserved.
Its purpose escapes us. For similar lists, cf., e.g., SB XII 11067; XVIII 13262. Its interest lies in
the appearance in line 7 of a hitherto unknown village. Only in front of lines 3, 4, and 9 there is a
mark of control.
Notes:
1 Cf. A. Calderini – S. Daris, op. cit., I.2, Madrid 1966, 33; Supplemento I, Milano 1988, 33.
2 Cf. A. Calderini – S. Daris, op. cit., IV.2, Milano 1984, 106; Supplemento I, Milano 1988,
225.
3 Sc. Koit«n. Cf. A. Calderini – S. Daris, op. cit., III.4, Milano 1983, 389; Supplemento I,
Milano 1988, 214.
4 Cf. A. Calderini - S. Daris, op. cit., II.2, Milano 1975, 104; Supplemento I, Milano 1988, 95.

22 The text originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis in the season
of 1930/31. Found in structure CS210, room G.
The text runs along the fibers. On the other side, also written along the fibers, the remains of an
account in artabas (?). The papyrus is only at the top, where 2 cm. have been left free, regularly cut
off. To the left, at a distance of approximately 1.8 cm., traces of a preceding column (the lines do not
align).
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5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
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Sc. NÆ!ou. Cf. A. Calderini – S. Daris, op. cit., III.l, Milano 1978, 17f.; Supplemento I,
Milano 1988, 154.
Cf. A. Calderini - S. Daris, op. cit., I.1, Alexandria 1935, 49f.; Supplemento I, Milano 1988,
17.
This village (cf. the proper name Yeudãma!) appears here seemingly for the first time. Since
all villages mentioned in this list stand in the genitive, Yudãma is also a (short) genitive of
Yudãma! (unless indeclinable). We may naturally be dealing with a new name for a village
previously known under a different name. It is not so astonishing when new places are
discovered in hardly explored regions (cf., e.g., the region of Kôm Ombo. Cf. G.Wagner,
MDAIK 49, 1993, 299; Cimpayç [or Cimpayç! ?] in the Onuphite nome [cf. P.Oxy. LX
4060, 93]) but the Arsinoite nome is rather well known (cf., however, the till now unknown
§po¤kion Palit¤ou in P.Oxy. LVIII 3942, 14.37 and the village ÉArc°mfi! in P.Oxy. LVIII
3954, 23.5l in a rather well known nome. Cf. also P.van Minnen, ZPE 101, 1994, 83ff.).
Sc. t∞! ka‹ Yeog°nou!. Cf. A. Calderini – S. Daris, op. cit., V, Milano 1987, 85ff.
Cf. A. Calderini – S. Daris, op. cit., V, Milano 1987, 89ff.; Supplemento I, Milano 1988,
248.
Cf. A. Calderini – S. Daris, op. cit., V, Milano 1987, 346ff.
Cf. A. Calderini – S. Daris, op. cit., III.3, Milano 1982, 280; Supplemento I, Milano 1988,
198.
Cf. text no. 8, 6 note.
Cf. A. Calderini – S. Daris, op. cit., IV.4, Milano 1986, 351.

b) P.Mich. inv. 4615b23
Karanis

12 x 5.4 cm.

4

8

TvoË
Tana!∆
Ta°m!e(v!)
Purg«to!
KolintayÁr
MoÊxev!
ÖOgou
ÉOl≈nye(v!)
Fain¤ppou
Feb¤xev!

III A.D.
Tafel V
é`[!u
é![u
é![u
é!u[
é!u`[
é!`[u
é!u[
é!u[
é[!u
é!`[u

Of six of the villages listed in the present list (TvoË, Ta°m!i!, Purg«to!, Kol(l)inta(a)yÊr,
MoËxi! and ÉOl«nyi!) it is known that they were situated in the Per‹ T°kmei-toparchy (cf. BGU
XIV pp.220ff.). Feb›xi! is in the III B.C. and at the end of the I B.C. situated in the Koites
toparchy. In I B.C. it was probably situated in the Per‹ Feb›xin-toparchy. It seems likely that it,
like Tanaso and Phainippos, was in III A.D. also situated in the Per‹ T°kmei-toparchy (cf. M.R.
23

The papyrus originates from the 1925 excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis.
Found in structure 4011, room J.
The text runs along the fibers. The other side was probably blank. The papyrus is regularly
broken off at the right and the top; it is regularly broken off at the left and at the bottom. At the
bottom 3.2 cm. are left free; 2.2 cm. at the left. One vertical fold is still visible.
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Falivene in Proceedings of the 20th International Congress of Papyrologists, Copenhagen 1994,
205ff.). As far as the names of the villages are not indeclinable they stand in the genitive.
For é!u[ , perhaps a form of the adjective é!Ê!tato! = "not appointed" (cf. N. Lewis, BASP 8,
1971, 150), cf. P.Lond. III 1249 (pp.227f.), 5.
Notes:
1 Cf. A. Calderini – S. Daris, op. cit., V, Milano 1987, 44 s.n. TvÊ.
2 Cf. A. Calderini – S. Daris, op. cit., IV.4, Milano 1986, 352; Supplemento I, Milano 1988,
240.
3 Cf. A. Calderini – S. Daris, op. cit., IV.4, Milano 1986, 338.
4 Cf. A. Calderini – S. Daris, op. cit., IV.3, Milano 1986, 218.
5 Cf. A. Calderini – S. Daris, op. cit., III.2, Milano 1980, 132; Supplemento I, Milano 1988,
176 s.n. KollintayÊr.
6 Cf. A. Calderini – S. Daris, op. cit., III.3, Milano 1982, 301f.; Supplemento I, Milano 1988,
200.
7 Cf. A. Calderini – S. Daris, op. cit., III.4, Milano 1983, 381; Supplemento I, Milano 1988,
213.
8 Cf. A. Calderini – S. Daris, op. cit., Supplemento I, Milano 1988, 214.
9 Cf. A. Calderini – S. Daris, op. cit., V, Milano 1987, 53.
10 Cf. A. Calderini – S. Daris, op. cit., V, Milano 1987, 65; Supplemento I, Milano 1988, 247.

11)

Order to Provide Fodder

P.Mich. inv.3039a24
Karanis

12 x 7.4 cm.

4

8

IV/V A.D.
Tafel VI

ÉHle¤a!
P`aÊlƒ pron`[ohtª.]
[§]k t«n ghd¤`[vn]
Pvl¤vno! ≥to`[i]
T`¤tÉtou m¤an ér[tãbhn]
xlvr«n parã!xou
to›! xo¤roi! mou ka‹
taÊ`t`[hn to]›! logi— — — — — —
1 ÉHl¤a!

Translation:
Elias to Paulos, his overseer. Provide from the fields of Polion or of those of Tittos one artaba of
green fodder for my pigs and this (artaba) - - -

24

The text originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis conducted
by Professor Boak in 1924-1925. Found in structure 5006, room A.
The text runs along the fibers. The other side was probably blank. The papyrus is regularly cut
off at the top; regularly broken off at the left and partly so at the right. At the top approximately 1.6
cm. have been left free.
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Byzantine texts from Karanis always deserve some attention (cf. J.R. Rea, "P.Col. VIII 242:
Caranis in the Fifth Century", Proceedings of the 20th International Congress of Papyrologists,
Copenhagen 1994, 266ff.).
Notes:
6 xlvr«n: cf. M. Schnebel, Die Landwirtschaft im hellenistischen Ägypten, München 1925,
213f.
7 to›! xo¤roi!: cf. M. Schnebel, op. cit., 328ff.
8 logi- : probably a form of the verb log¤zomai.

12)

Draft of a Petition

P.Mich. inv. 553925
Karanis

4

8

8.7 x 10.4 cm.

II A.D.
Tafel VI

parå ÜHrv`no!` ÜVrou épÚ k≈mh! Kar`an¤do!. genom°nou
mou eﬁ! tå! kathnthku¤a!
eﬁ! m¢ épÚ klhronom¤a! t∞!
methllaxu¤a! mou mhtrÚ!
Taarpagãyh! t∞! Pey°v! oﬁk¤a!
dÊo ka‹ aÈlå! dÊo oÎ!a! §n
tª k≈m˙ §p∞ly°n mo`i` a`È-`
yãdv! ı t∞! mhtrÒ! mo`u`
[y]e`›`[o! X]ai`r`Æm`vn !Á`n` [to]›!
— — — — — — — —
3 kathnthkuÛa! pap.

Translation:
From Heron, son of Horos, from the village of Karanis. Having come to the two houses and the
two courtyards in the village which devolved upon me from an inheritance of my deceased mother,
Taharpagathes, daughter of Petheus, my mother's uncle, Chairemon, together with - - - attacked
me in an arrogant way - - The upper part of a petition or complaint regarding an unlawful attack upon inherited property has
been preserved. As so often, property is involved, and members of one and the same family are at
odds with each other. Although there is a large upper margin preserved there is no indication at all
to whom this document was directed. Heron may still while writing (dictating ?) have been
uncertain to whom to direct this document; he may have intended to add the addressee after having
finished the document (but never did so, because for one reason or another he never sent this
document off); it may have been a copy which was never headed by an addressee's name anyway;
or the present text is only a draft.
Heron, son of Horos and Taharpagathes, grandson of Petheus, is known from P.Mich. IV 224,
954. 3435; 225, 894. 2285. 3119; P.Cair. Mich. 359, 382. It is not to be excluded that Heron's
25

The papyrus originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis for the
year 1928/29. Found in structure 26-B17, room F.
The text runs along the fibers. The other side was probably blank. The papyrus is regularly cut
off at the top (3.6 cm. have been left free), the left (1.8 cm. are left free), and the right; it is rather
regularly broken off at the bottom. Three vertical folds are still visible.
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father and mother were brother and sister. The name Petheus is, however, very frequently attested
at Karanis.

13)

Text Belonging to the Archive of Julius Sabinus?

P.Mich. inv.
Karanis

4

6546c26

5 x 4.6 cm.

133/4 ? A.D.
Tafel V

ÉIoul¤ƒ %abe`¤`[nƒ Ne¤lou épÚ k≈m(h!) Karan¤d(o!)]
parå Mãrk`[ou %emprvn¤ou KlÆmento!]
ÉAntin[o°v! xa¤rein. ımolog« ded°x-]
yai par[å soË Íp¢r genÆ(mato!) toË dielhluy(Òto!)]
iz (¶tou!) ÑA[drianoË toË kur¤ou]
traces of l more line
— — — — — — — — — — — — — —
1 Ûouliv pap.

Translation:
To Julius Sabinus, son of Neilos, of the village of Karanis from Marcus Sempronius Clemens,
Antinoite, greetings. I acknowledge that I have received from you of the produce of the past 17th
year of Hadrian the lord - - Among the papyri of the University of Michigan collection those representing the activities of
Julius Sabinus and his son, Gaius Julius Apollinarius, are well attested (cf. P.Mich. IX pp.5ff.).
Although most papyri pertaining to this family were found in house C 123, i.e. in a different
structure from the one in which the present papyrus was found, it seems possible that also the text
published here belongs to the same family. It is less likely that this text was directed to Julius
Sabinus, §pithrhtØ! ﬂerç! pÊlh! %oÆnh! (for whom, see O.Cair. GPW p.132). For M.
Sempronius Clemens, cf. P.Mich. VIII 486, 1 note. The supplements are naturally only exempli
gratia!

éri!t( ) + Proper Name

14)
P.Mich. inv. 5989a27
Karanis

6 x 4.4 cm.

4

III A.D.
Tafel VI

traces of 1 line
éri!t( ) D`iodvr`[
éri!t( ) ÉOnnvf(ri ) ÉOn`[
éri!t( ) ÉOr!°v! M`[
éri!t( ) ÉAmçti! A.[

26 The text originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis for the
season of 1933. Found in structure B556, room B.
The text runs along the fibers. The other side was probably blank. The papyrus is regularly
broken off at the left (1 cm. has been left free) and partially so at the top (1.6 cm. have been left
free).
27 The text originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis for the
season of 1930/31. Found in structure CS190, room B.
The text runs along the fibers. The other side was probably blank. The papyrus is only at the top
partially regularly cut off. At the left 2.4 cm. have been left free and at the top over 1 cm.
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éri!t( ) De›o! épÚ .[
éri!t( ) Xairh(m ) Xa`[
8
éri!t( ) ÑHra‹! K`[
— — — — — — —
I publish this text here for curiosity's sake, since I am unable to resolve the abbreviation éri!t( )
with which every line starts (also in line 1 éri!t( ) followed by a proper name has probably to be
read). One naturally thinks of a form of êri!ton = meal in general. We might be dealing with
expenses in connection with a festive meal of an association which included women. éri!t( ) is
followed by a male or female proper name in the nominative (cf. lines 5, 6, and 8. ÉOr!°v! in line
4 is probably genitive instead of nominative. In line 2 D`iÒdvr`[o! has, therefore, probably to be
supplemented; in line 3 ÉOnn«f(ri!) ÉOn`[n≈f(rev!) has to be resolved and supplemented and in
line 7 XairÆ(mvn) Xa`[irÆ(mono!)), in its turn probably followed by a father's name (in line 6
ÉApo.[ instead of épÚ .[ is also possible).

15)

Payment of Sacks of Wild Chickling

P.Mich. inv. 3029d28
4.4 x 4 cm.
Karanis
— — — — — — — — — —
%arap¤vn ê`[rako! !ãk(kou!)
Ptollç! êra[ko! !ãk(kou!)
(2nd hd)
(œn) !ãkk(oi) d` [
4
(1st hd)
(g¤nontai) !ãk(koi) md.

III/IV A.D.
Tafel VI

Part of a payment of sacks of wild chickling (cf. P.J.Sijpesteijn, Customs Duties in Graeco-Roman
Egypt, Studia Amstelodamensia XVII, Zutphen 1987, 60) has been preserved. The purpose of this
fragment is no longer clear.
Line 3 was squeezed in between lines 2 and 4. The 2nd hand abbreviates !akk( ) but the 1st hand
!ak( ).

16)
P.Mich. inv. 290129
Karanis

List of §ja¤reta
17.6 x 13 cm.

A.D.191/92
Tafel VII

§jair°t`vn ımo¤v`[!
28

The text originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis conducted
by Professor Boak in 1924-1925. Found in structure 5022, room D.
The text runs along the fibers. The other side was probably blank. The papyrus is regularly
cut/broken off at all sides. At the bottom 1 cm. has been left free. Traces of a preceding column are
still visible.
29 The text originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis conducted
by Professor Boak in 1924-1925. Found in Courtyard South of Street 5000.
The text runs against the fibers. On the other side, written along the fibers, the remains of several
lines of an account: pro(!diagrafom°nvn) + number; !(umbÒlou) + number; (g¤nontai) (draxma‹) +
number.
The papyrus is regularly cut off at the bottom; regularly broken off at the right. There are faint
traces of a preceding column. Between lines 4 and 5, 6 cm. have been left free: 3.8 cm. above and 2.2
cm. below the horizontal stroke.
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4

êrtvn
ÉAtÉt¤`n`ou
.[
Boubã!tou lb (¶tou!) (g¤nontai) (értãbai) [

delfãkvn ımo¤v!
ÉApiãdo!
traces [

Part of a list of §ja¤reta per speciem and per village has been preserved. §ja¤reton has the well
known meaning "Sonderabgabe des Pächters in Naturalien". It is, however, strange that these
contributions are here listed per village.
Notes:
2 êrtvn: cf. E. Battaglia, ARTOS. Il lessico della panificazione nei papiri greci, Milano 1988,
68.
3 ÉAtÉt¤` n ` o u: cf. A. Calderini – S. Daris, op. cit., I.2, Madrid 1966, 257f.; Supplemento I,
Milano 1988, 68.
4 Boubã!tou: cf. A. Calderini – S. Daris, op. cit., II.l, Milano 1973, 59ff.; Supplemento I,
Milano 1988, 83f.
The year 32 can only be the 32nd regnal year of the emperor Commodus, since year 32 of the
emperor Augustus is excluded on palaeographical grounds.
5 delfãkvn: cf. M. Schnebel, op. cit., 328ff.
6 ÉApiãdo!: cf. A. Calderini – S. Daris, op. cit., I.2, Madrid 1966, 139ff.; Supplemento I,
Milano 1988, 44.

17)

Receipt of Seed Corn

P.Mich. inv. 5951a30
Karanis

4

6.6 x 3.6 cm.

A.D. 165/6
Tafel VI

!itol(Ògoi!) Kar(an¤do!). ¶!xon pro!f(≈nh!in) [!perm(ãtvn)]
w (¶tou!) ÉAntvne¤nou
__ ka‹ OÈÆrou t`«`n` [kur¤vn]
%eba!t«n (2nd hd) nb P`a`k`Ë`!`i`!` [
nn( ) toË PakÊ!`e`v`[! . . .] . . b`[a!il(ik∞!)]
(érour«n) g Pat[(!≈ntev!)
(érour«n)
.]
2 ÉAntvn¤nou

Translation:
To the sitologoi of Karanis. I have received having given an officially requested declaration (the
usual advance of) seed corn for the 6th year of Antoninus and Verus the lords Augusti. (2nd hd)
52nd (cleruchy). Pakysis, son of N.N., grandson of Pakysis, at X, 3 arourae of royal land; at
Patsontis x arourae of x land.
A fragmentary text of a well known type (cf., e.g., P.Kar. Goodsp.). H.G. Gundel, CdE 47,
1972, 204ff. dealt extensively with this kind of document.
30

The text originates from the 1930/31 excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis.
Found in structure C156, room A.
The text runs against the fibers. The other side was probably blank. The papyrus is regularly cut
off at the top (0.4 cm. has been left free) and partially so at the left (1 cm. has been left free).
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Notes:
1 The word pro!f(≈nh!in) can be followed by the word xeirograf¤a! (cf., e.g., SB XII
11071, 1-2) but it can also be left out (cf., e.g., P.Kar.Goodsp. 3, 1-2).
__
3 nb: sc. klhroux¤a! (cf. text no.5 and footnote 9). This word is sometimes left out (cf., e.g.,
P.Kar.Goodsp. 2, 3).
3-4 In P.Mich. IV 223, 2657 a Pakysis, son of Onnophris occurs (no grandfather's name given).
Perhaps we have to supplement and read here: [ÉO]|nn(≈frev!) (cf. P.Kar.Goodsp. 12, 2-3:
ÉOnn|≈frev!). It is unusual that the name of the grandfather is given in this kind of receipts
(no one examples in P.Kar.Goodsp. but cf., e.g., SB XII 11070-11072).
4 [. . .] . .: the locality (probably abbreviated) where Pakysis tills three arourae of royal land has
been lost.
5 Pat[(!≈ntev!): cf. A. Calderini – S. Daris, op. cit., IV.l, Milano 1983, 73.
The quality of the land and the number of arourae Pakysis cultivates at Patsontis, a village in
the neighbourhood of Karanis, has been lost in the lacuna at the end of this line.

18)

Two Receipts for Rent

The following two texts are heavily mutilated but they can, for the most part, be supplemented,
since they belong to a well known type (cf. P.Cair. Isid. 107-122). In both receipts the regnal
years of Galerius and Maximinus are involved. They belong to The Archive of Aurelius Isidorus
(cf. texts nos. 7 c and d).
a) P.Mich. inv. 6458a31
Karanis

4

10 x 4.4 cm.

May 31, A.D. 308

[AÈrÆ]l`io! Zv¤lo! p`r[` utanikÚ! Íphr°th!]
[AÈrh]l`¤ƒ PlÆein EÈda`[¤mono! xa¤rein.]
[ép°]!`xon parå !oË` [tÚ §kfÒrion œn gevrge›! mou]
[érou]r`«n per`[‹ t]Øn ı`[riodeikt¤an]

31 The text originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis for the
season of 1933. Found in structure 158*, room EV.
The text consists of four fragments (the measurements of the largest fragment are given in the
heading. The other fragments measure: 6.4 x 1.8 cm.; 5.6 x 1.2 cm [these two fragments join each
other directly: lines 10-12]; 2.8 x 1.2 cm. I was unable to place another fragment of 1.6 x 0.6 cm.
with traces of two lines of script [in the 2nd line: ]!.[ ).
The text runs along the fibers. The other side was probably blank. Underneath line 12 at least 4.4
cm. are left free; at the top a free margin of l.4 cm. All fragments are, with the exception of the
regularly cut off top of the largest fragment, irregularly broken off at all sides.
N.B. Still 12 inv.nos. (5266; 5268; 5270; 5643; 5645-5649; 6455-6458 [of inv.no.6458 two texts
are published in the present article as texts nos.18a and b]) with unpublished materials found in the
same structure which was excavated during several campaigns are listed in the inventory books of the
papyrus collection of the University of Michigan. The following papyri and ostraca found in this
structure have been published: P.Mich. VI 377-379; 399-411; IX 538; XII 652; SB VI 9241; 9436a
(papyri); O.Mich. II 705; 932; 954; III 1018; 1019; 1052; IV 1117; 1125 (ostraca). With the
exception of O.Mich. II 705 (I B.C. ?; payment of money); P.Mich. IX 538 (A.D. 126; notification
of death) and O.Mich. IV 1117 (A.D. 178/9 or 188/9 ?; of unspecified nature) the other texts are on
palaeographical grounds dated to the III/IV A.D. Of this latter group only texts no. 18a (A.D. 308);
no. 18b (A.D. 309); P.Mich. XII 652 (A.D. 312) and text no. 20d (A.D. 341) are exactly dated. Most
texts found in this structure are receipts for payments in kind.
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8

12

[Kara]n¤do! Íp`[¢r genÆmato! toË]
[diel]hluyÒto!` [i]e` (¶tou!) ka[‹ g (¶tou!) puroË értãba!]
[t°!!]are! Åka‹ÄtÚ m[°r]o! t∞`[!
[puro]Ë` értãba`!` [t]°`!!`[are!
traces
[.]ou p.r`[
Z`v¤lo! ¶g[raca tå ˜la. (¶tou!) iw/// ka‹ d//]
PaËni w.

Translation:
Aurelius Zoilos, assistant to a prytanis, to Aurelius Pleein, son of Eudaimon, greeting. I have
received from you the rent of the arouras of mine which you cultivate in the horiodeiktia of
Karanis, for the crop of the past 15th and 3rd year: four artabas of wheat and my share of the crop:
four artabas of wheat. - - -. I, Zoilos, have written the entire receipt. Year 16 and 4, Payni 6.
Notes:
1 Aurelius Zoilos who is assistant to an prytanis and exegetes is known from P.Cair. Isid. 99,
1.28; 117,1.7; 118,l.8; 120,1.8; 121,13; 135,l. For Zoilos and his family, cf. R.S. Bagnall,
Papyrologica Lupiensia 2, 1993, 97ff.
2 Aurelius Pleein, son of Eudaimon, is known from P.Cair. Isid. 9,112.223; 10,94.99.138.
189.211; 12,44; 14,100.
3 Here and in line 6 the supplements at the ends of the lines seem to be too large but they are
formulaic.
7 In P.Cair. Isid. 119 both §kfÒrion and tÚ m°ro! t«n perigenom°nvn genhmãtvn are paid. A
similar expression will have been used here. Exempli gratia: t∞`[! pro!forç!.
10-12 These lines are written on a separate fragment. I do no know how many lines are lost
between the big fragment and this one. In line l0 pu`r[` oË is a possible reading. If that is correct
it is hardly likely that kaya-]|[r]oË preceded this word, since it mostly follows puroË (cf.,
e.g., texts nos. 20a, c and d). For a dating to the regnal years instead of to the consulship, cf.,
e.g., P.Cair. Isid. 114, 17-18;115, 10. Since in lines 5-6 there is a question of the crop of the
past 15th and 3rd year, year 16 and 4 have to be supplemented in the lacuna at the end of line
11.
b) P.Mich. inv. 658432
Karanis

4

32

11.8 x 6 cm.

A.D. 309

— — — — — — — — — — — — — —
ép°!]x`(on)
[parå !oË tÚ §kfÒrion œn] §ge≈rgi!ã! mou
[érour«n per‹ tØn ıri]odikt¤an
[Karan¤do! Íp¢r gen]Æ`mato! toË
[dielhluyÒto! iw (¶tou!) ka‹] d (¶tou!) pur`oË
` értãba`[!]

The text originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis for the
season of 1933. Found in structure 158*, room EV (cf. the previous footnote).
The papyrus is irregularly broken off at all sides. The text runs along the fibers. The other side
was probably blank. At the right at least 1.4 cm. were left free.
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[dekat°!!are]!` p`[lÆ]rhÅ!Ä mou
[
]. [ ]
[ımo¤v! Íp¢r genÆm]a`to! iz (¶tou!) ka‹ e (¶tou!)
[puroË értãb
ka‹] tÚ m°ro! t∞!
[
puroË értãba! t°!]!are!.
2 §ge≈rgh!ã!

3 ıri]odeikt¤an; n ex !

4 in front of toË a washed off i

Translation:
- - - I have received from you the rent of the arouras of mine which you have cultivated in the
horiodeiktia of Karanis, for the crop of the past 16th and 4th year: sixteen artabas in full - - Likewise for the crop of the 17th and 5th year: x artaba(s) of wheat and my share of the crop: four
artabas of wheat.
Notes:
1 Since this receipt resembles the preceding one in certain pecularities, it may also have been
issued by Aurelius Zoilos.
4 The scribe started already with the iota of iw (¶tou!) (cf. line 8).
6 The supplement is made in view of the seize of the lacuna.
6-7 Perhaps we have to read and supplement something like: mou | [¶xonto! tÚ m°ro! t∞!
pro!forç!. (cf., however, line 9).
10 It is not likely that this receipt is complete at the bottom. The declaration of the landlord who
wrote the receipt and its date have probably been lost. Since the harvest of years 17 and 5
(A.D. 308/9) has already been collected and the rent for that year paid (lines 8ff.), this receipt
was issued towards the end of years 17 and 5, i.e. in A.D.309.

19)

Three Receipts for Payment in Kind

The following three texts, to be dated to the first half of the fourth century A.D., are of a well
known type (cf. P.Mich. VI 399-411 [all found together in the 1928 season in the same structure:
158*, room H. Cf. footnote 31] with an extensive introduction; SB VI 9436). All three texts are
cancelled by oblique strokes.
a) P.Mich. inv. 5533a33
Karanis

4

6 x 6.6 cm.

July 10
Tafel VI

ÉEp‹f iw/ !¤tou •`bdÒmh! ﬁnd`i`k`(t¤ono!)
Karan¤do! %eÊ`th! %ambç
!Á`n eﬁk(o!tª) ér(tãba!) Ùk`t`∆ t°ta`[rton,]
(értãbai) hd/m(Ònai) xvr(‹!) naÊl(ou) [plo¤(ou).]
1 ÉEpe¤f

2 %eÊyh!

33 The text originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis for the years
1926/28 and it was received with the papyri from the excavations of 1927/28. Its excavation label is
27/X, i.e. a surface find made in 1927.
The text runs against the fibers. The other side was probably blank. The papyrus is regularly cut
off at all sides. At the bottom 2.2 cm. have been left free and at the top 0.6 cm. The papyrus was
folded twice from the top to the bottom.
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Translation:
Epeiph 16, of grain of the seventh indiction, for Karanis, Seuthes, son of Sambas, including the
twentieth, eight and a quart artabas, 8 1/4 only, exclusive of the shipping charge.
Notes:
2 The tax-payer is not known from an other text published to date.
4 plo¤(ou) at the end of this line is not a necessary supplement. At the end of many receipts of
this kind we find the expression xvr‹! naÊlou plo¤ou (cf. A.J.M. Meyer-Termeer, Die
Haftung der Schiffer im griechischen und rœmischen Recht, Stud. Amstel. XIII, Zutphen
1978, 12ff.)34. However, quite a few receipts close with only xvr‹! naul( ) vel simile. In
these cases we must in my opinion resolve xvr‹! naÊl(ou/vn): P. Mich. VI 411,4; 416,6.11;
SB VI 9436c, 4; d, 5; g, 4; k, 5-6; l, 5; m, 5; n, 4-5; s, 7. In some receipts the scribe contented
himself with only xvr¤! (SB VI 9436r, 5; XVIII 14004, 5; 14005, 6 and perhaps P. Mich. VI
412, 4). This can mean that neither the shipping charge nor the twentieth had been paid (cf.,
e.g., SB VI 9436l, 5-6) or that only the shipping charge was not included. For text no.19b,
see note to line 5 of that text. In text no.19c the word plo¤ou could have been written in a
sixth, now totally lost line.
b) P.Mich. inv. 4814c(2)35
Karanis

4

6.2 x 5.3 cm.

June 25 - July 24
Tafel VII

ÉEp`‹`f` .[.] !¤tou pr≈th! ﬁn`[dik(t¤ono!) Ka]r`[an]¤do!
MouranÚ! ÜHrvno! ér(tãba!) e‡`k`[o!i] tr›!,
[(értãbai) k]g xvr(‹!) na`Êl(ou).
1 ÉEpe¤f

4 tre›!

Translation:
Epeiph . ., of grain of the first indiction, for Karanis, Muranos, son of Heron, twenty-three
artabas, 23 art., exclusive of the shipping charge.
Notes:
3-4 The tax-payer is not known from an other text published to date. The proper name MouranÒ! occurs in BGU I 277, 24; P.Cair. Isid. 66,14; 67,18 (the same person: ÜHrvn uﬂÚ! MouranoË!); SB X 10563,12; O.Mich. I 821,1. It may lurk behind the curious Pa∞!i! Mouran¤!
in BGU IX 1900,130.
34

Mostly all three words are more or less abbreviated. Sometimes these words appear already in
the body of the text (cf., e.g., SB XVIII 13975, 3). nauleplo›on is a ghost word (cf. ZPE 64, 1986,
117f.). It is difficult to decide whether we have to resolve naÊlou or naÊlvn and plo¤ou or plo¤vn
when these words are abbreviated. In SB VI 9436i, 4 naÊlvn is followed by the plual pl°vn (read
plo¤vn). It, therefore, seems to be a sound policy to resolve plo¤vn when this word is preceded by the
plural naÊlvn (SB VI 9436h [I am not certain whether [pl(o¤vn)] at the end of line 4 is a necessary
supplement) and b [in line 5 of the latter text one should accentuate naÊlon = naÊlvn and thus
resolve pl(o¤vn)]). The singular naÊlou is found in P.Mich. VI 413, 5.11.
35 The text originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis for the year
1926. Its excavation label is 26/X, i.e. a surface find made in 1926.
The text runs against the fibers. The other side was probably blank. The papyrus is regularly
broken off at all sides. At the bottom 2 cm. have been left free, approximately 0.5 cm. at the top and
at the left. Two horizontal folds are still visible.
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The payment of the twentieth is absent in this receipt (cf., e.g., P.Mich. VI 412; 413).
Underneath this line a symbol which is the control mark or the monogram of the collector (cf.
P.Mich. VI 401,5 note). Unless one has to read in line 6 [p]lo¤ou.

c) P.Mich. inv. 6295a36
Karanis

4

6.5 x 5.6 cm.

July 4
Tafel VII

ÉEp‹`f` i`/ !¤tou te!!are!kaidekãth! ﬁndik(t¤ono!) K`aran¤d`o`!` . . . . a! ÑVr¤vno!
!`[Án] e`ﬁk(o!tª) ér(tãba!) t°!!are!,
[ér(tãbai)] d` m`[Òn(ai)] x`v`r`(‹!) naÊl(ou).
1 ÉEpe¤f

Translation:
Epeiph 10, of grain of the fourteenth indiction, for Karanis, N.N., son of Horion, including the
twentieth, four artabas, 4 art. only, exclusive of the shipping charge.

20)

Five Receipts for Deliveries

The following five texts are all receipts for deliveries in kind, a kind of document extensively dealt
with by R.S. Bagnall in P.Col. VII. They all have to be dated to (the first half of) the IVth century
A.D. Cf. also ZPE 100, 1994, 268ff.
a) P.Mich. inv. 6493a37
Karanis

4 (2nd hd)
(1st hd)
(4th hd)

5.4 x 10 cm.

IV A.D.
Tafel VII

].tneo! <!>itol(Ògo!) Ka¤n[o]u Karan`[¤do! Íp¢r te!!are!kai-]
[dek]ã`th! ﬁndikt¤ono! kvm`(ht«n) [puroË kayaroË értãba! dÊo ¥mi!u]
[dv]d°katon, (értãbai) b ∠ io mÒna[i.]
[N.N. !]e!h(me¤vmai). (3rd hd) %alak«n !e[!h(me¤vmai).]
[ka‹ ımo¤v! Íp]¢`r` %¤rou diãkono! Íp¢r te!`[!are!kaidekãth! ﬁndikt¤ono!]
[puroË kayaroË] é`rtãba! dekat°!!are! ¥m[isu, (értãbai) id ∠ mÒnai.]
[N.N. !e]!`hm¤ome.
7 !e]!hme¤vmai

Translation:
[Month, Day. - - -]tneos, sitologos of Kainos, of Karanis, delivered for the fourteenth indiction for
the account of villagers, two, a half, a twelfth artabas of clean wheat, art. 2 1/2 1/12 only. (2nd hd)
I, N.N., have signed. (3rd hd) I, Salakon, have signed.
36 The text originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis for the
season of 1932/33. Found in structure C53, room B.
The text of this heavily mutilated papyrus (it is irregularly broken off at all sides) runs against the
fibers. The other side was probably blank.
37 The text originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis for the
season of 1933. Found in structure 4017*, room A.
The text runs along the fibers. The other side is blank. The papyrus is only at the left and
(partially so) at the right regularly broken off.
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(1st hd) And likewise in the name of Syros, deacon, for the fourteenth indiction fourteen, a half
artabas of clean wheat, art. 14 1/2 only. (4th hd) I, N.N., have signed.
Notes:
1 This line started with the month and the day of the receipt. A supplement par(Ænegken) is not
absolutely necessary (cf., e.g., P.Col. VII 155, 16).
].t`neo!: no sitologos of Kainos, of Karanis, whose name ends in these letters is known to me.
In all the similar receipts published in P.Col. VII no sitologos has a father's name.
<!>itol(Ògo!) or Å!Äitol(Ògo!).
For Ka¤no!, see A. Calderini – S. Daris, op. cit., III.l, Milano 1978, 49; Supplemento I,
Milano 1988, 162.
For Karan¤!: see A. Calderini – S. Daris, op. cit., III.1, Milano 1978, 70ff.; Supplemento I,
Milano 1988, 165ff.
2 For the absence of Ka¤nou and/or Karan¤do! after kvmht«n, see, e.g., P.Col. VII 155, 3.
4 The proper name %alak«n appears also in BGU IV 1087, 11 (Arsinoë; III A.D.) and
O.Mich. I 506, 2 (Karanis; A.D.303).
5 Íp]¢`r` %¤rou (read %Êrou [a reading %hoË is not absolutely excluded]): one would expect
Íp]¢r ÙnÒ(mato!) %Êrou. Cf., e.g., P.Col. VII 141, 21.28.30.82 etc.
Clerics occur only seldom in early IV A.D. texts from Karanis. Cf., however, here text 20 e,
2.
6 Another fraction may have followed 14 1/2.
7 !e]!`hm¤ome: similar defective spellings occur in P.Col. VII 133,22.31; 151,4.9; 158,20.23.
28.32; P.New York I 6,5.
b) P.Mich. inv. 6417b38
Karanis

4

8

9 x 10 cm.

IV A.D.
Tafel VIII

[Month, Day.]
par(Ænegken) ÉI!¤[dv]r`o`!` ÉI`[!¤]v`no!
di(å) Pal`[Æ]mvno! kvm(ht«n)
Ka¤nou Karan¤do!
Íp`[¢r] •`kkedekãth! ﬁnd(ikt¤ono!)
[éxÊ]r`ou l¤(tra!) diakv!¤a! te![!]erãkonta, (g¤nontai) l¤(trai) sm.
(2nd hd) ÉI!¤vn !e!h(me¤vmai).
5 •kkaidekãth!

6 diako!¤a!

Translation:
[Month, Day.] Isidoros, son of Ision, delivered through Palemon for the account of villagers of
Kainos, Karanis, for the sixteenth indiction two hundred forty pounds of chaff, that is, 240 lbs.
(2nd hd) I, Ision, have signed.

38

The text originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis for the
season of 1933. Found in structure 4017*, room A.
The text runs along the fibers. The other side was probably blank. The papyrus is rather regularly
broken off at the right, the left, and the bottom. At the bottom 4 cm. have been left free, at the left 2
cm.
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Notes:
1 The month and the day were written in a separate, now lost line. Cf., e.g., O.Mich. I 213-215.
2 In O.Mich. I 201 a certain Isidoros delivers 120 lbs. of chaff. The name is, however, very
common.
7 The absence of mÒnai (abbreviated or not) is noteworthy.
8 An Ision signs also P.New York I 9,5; P.Col. VII 141,65.72.104; 141,16; 157,4.
c) P.Mich. inv. 6451a39
Karanis

9.6 x 11.9 cm.

IV A.D.
Tafel VIII

[Month, Day.] parÆnegkon %vtç! ka‹ ÉI!¤dvro! !itol(Ògoi) Karan[¤do!]
[diå] Pnç! Íp¢r pentekaidekãth! ﬁndikt¤ono! kvmht«[n
[puroË] kayaroË értãba! ßj, (értãbai) w mÒna!.
Translation:
[Month, Day.] Sotas and Isidoros, sitologoi of Karanis, delivered through Pnas for the fifteenth
indiction for the account of villagers (of Karanis), six artabas of clean wheat, art.6 only.
Notes:
1 Pnç! (indeclinable) is an in Karanis well attested proper name. Cf. here text no. 20 d, 8.
It is not absolutely necessary to supplement Karan¤do! (abbreviated or not) after kvmht«[n.
Cf., e.g., P.Col. VII 149,6; 154,16; 155,3.
10.5 x 10.2 cm.
A.D. 341
d) P.Mich. inv. 6451b40
Karanis
— — — — — — — — — —— — — — — — — — —
!]e!h(me¤vmai).

4

(1st hd)

8

[AÈrh]l¤oi! Pab«`! ka‹ P`t`[ollò !]itol(Ògoi!) Karan¤do! diå [Pnç! xa¤rein.]
parelãbamen parå !oË Íp¢r pentekaidekã[th! ﬁndikt¤ono!]
k`vmht«n Karan¤do! puroË értãba[! , (értãbai) mÒnai.]
(2nd hd) ÉAmm(≈nio!) !e!(hme¤vmai). (3rd hd) .[. . . .]. .[. .].
[Ípa]te¤a! ÉAntvn¤ou Markell¤nou ka‹ Petrvn¤ou Prob`¤n[ou]
t«n lamprotãtvn
PaËni y.
[ka‹ tª] i` ım[o]¤[v! oﬂ] aÈto‹ diå Pnç! Íp¢r pentekaidekãth! ﬁndi`[kt¤ono!]

39 The text originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis for the
season of 1933. Found in structure 158*, room EV (cf. footnote 31).
The text runs along the fibers. The other side is blank. The papyrus is partially regularly broken /
cut off at all sides. At the top 3.5 cm. have been left free and 6.5 cm. at the bottom. Three vertical
folds are still visible.
40 The text originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis for the
season of 1933. Found in structure 158*, room EV (cf. the previous footnote).
The text runs along the fibers. The other side is blank. The papyrus is only at the right and at the
bottom partially regularly cut/broken off. At the bottom 2 cm. have been left free. Between lines 1
and 2 over l cm. has been left free; between lines 5 and 6, 0.7 cm. and between lines 7 and 8 over 1
cm.
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[kvmht«n K]aran¤do! puroË kayaroË értãba! ßj, (értãbai) w m[Ònai.]
2 Pab«ti

Translation:
- - -. I, N.N., have signed. To Aurelius Pabos and Aurelius Ptollas, sitologoi of Karanis, through
Pnas, greeting. We have received from you for the fifteenth indiction for the account of villagers of
Karanis x artabas of clean wheat, art.x only. (2nd hd) I, Ammonios, have signed. (3rd hd) I,
N.N., have signed. (1st hd) In the consulship of Antonius Marcellinus and Petronius Probinus,
the most illustrious, Payni 9.
And on the 10th, likewise the same persons, through Pnas, for the fifteenth indiction for the
account of villagers of Karanis six artabas of clean wheat, art. 6 only.
P.Col. VII 149, which also uses soË instead of Ím«n in line 4, is an exact parallel to this text. The
persons (Í/épod°ktai !¤tou pÒlev! ?) who address the two sitologoi of Karanis are not
mentioned in the preserved part of the text. They may have been mentioned previously, in the part
of the text lost above line 1.
This text is written by the same hand which wrote text no. 20 c. The two texts may have been
written on one and the same papyrus.
Notes:
1 Not enough of the writing is preserved to establish whether this line was written by a hand
different from the other hands used in this text.
2 Ptollas figures as sitologos of Karanis in P.Col. VII 149,3 (together with Atisios). The
sitologos Pabos is not attested in an other text published to date.
(hardly 1/3), the meaning of which escapes me.
5 At the beginning of this line a symbol (?):
After it 4.5 cm. have been left free. Maybe we are dealing with another, i.e. the first signer:
N.N. !e]!`(hme¤vmai) = the 2nd hand. A receipt signed by three persons is, however, an
exception.
At the end of this line stood undoubtedly the name of another person and !e!h(me¤vmai). In
P.Col. VII 150,4.29 an Ammonios, son of Apion, figures together with an Uranius, son of
Theodoros, as Ípod°kth! !¤tou pÒlev!. It is not to be excluded that at the end of this line
stood: OÈrãnio! !e!h(me¤vmai).
6-7 The consulate of Antonius Marcellinus and Petronius Probinus is well attested. Cf. R.S.
Bagnall et alii, Consuls of the Later Roman Empire, Atlanta 1987, s.a. Between t«n
lamprotãtvn and PaËni a spatium of 3.5 cm.
7 PaËni y = June 3. In line 8 (PaËni) i = June 4.
9 There is hardly enough place in the lacuna at the end of this line for the expected name +
!e!h(me¤vmai).
e) P.Mich. inv. 6536a41
Karanis

10 x 5 cm.

August 8
Tafel VIII

Me!orØ ie Karan¤do! d[iÉ AÈrhl¤ou]
41

The text originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis for the
season of 1933. Found in structure B503, room M.
The text runs along the fibers. The other side, also written along the fibers, contains the remains of
what seems to have been an account. With the exception of the right side the papyrus is regularly cut
off at the other sides. At the bottom 2.2 to 1.8 cm. have been left free; at the left 0.5 cm.
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ÉAlont¤ou pre!but°rou kriy«n [
ﬁndikt¤ono! értãba! dÊo ¥m[i!u]
dod°katon, (értãbai) b∠ io. E`Èt` rÊg[io! !e!h(me¤vmai).]
4 dvd°katon

Translation:
Mesore 15. For Karanis through Aurelius (?) Alontios, for the xth indiction, two, a half, a twelfth
artabas of barley, art. 2 1/2 1/12. I, Eutrugios, have signed.
Appendix: P.Mich. inv. 4590a42
This text is published here, because several persons mentioned in P.Col. VII occur in the present
text as well. There is a question of donkeys (lines 5? and 7) and, since in line 7 there is a question
of 2 1/2 donkeys, the persons involved had to shoulder the costs for a certain number of donkeys.
These donkeys were undoubtedly used for transport of grain to the granaries and harbours whence
it was shipped to Alexandria.
The horizontal strokes underneath lines 3 and 7 may point to a clustering of a certain number of
persons.

4

] ka‹ ÑVr¤vn ÉA`[poll«to!
]. ÑHrakl∞! ka‹ ÉAl°jand[ro!
]. %oue‹! diå Kvpr∞ gram(mat°v!) [

] ÉA`nt«ni! Ùnhlãth!` [
ˆnoi ] ib e/ diå ÉAti!¤ou Pap`[ãeito!
] ÑHrç M°lano!
] PetaoË ˆnoi b ∠


Tafel VII

Notes:
1 For Horion, son of Apollos, see P.Col. VII 130,4.10.
2 Herakles and Alexander are probably both the sons of Horion and occur in P.Col. VII 143,
2.14 and in P.Col. VII 143,3.14-15; 178,8.16.23.33 respectively.
3 For Sueis, see P.Col. VII 174,49.
For the proper name Kopres, see S.B. Pomeroy in Studies in Roman Law in Memory of A.
Arthur Schiller, Leiden 1986, 147ff. In P.Col. VII 153,40.45; 159,14; 162,7.10.14 a Kopres
signs the receipts.
5 For Atisios, son of Papaeis, see P.Col. VII 158,1.2.6.
7 For the proper name Petaus, see P.Col. VII 190,5 and P.New York I 17,27.
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The text originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis for the
season of 1925. Found in structure 215, room B.
The text (6.4 x 5 cm.) runs along the fibers. The other side was probably blank. The papyrus is
regularly cut/broken off at the right and at the bottom.
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